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Let G denote the multiplicative group of 2X2 matrices

where a, b, c, d are rational integers and ad — bc = l. Let G(m, n)

denote the subgroup of G characterized by b = 0 (mod m) and c = 0

(mod n), where m and n are nonzero rational integers. In a previous

paper [l] the author has proved Theorem I below:

Theorem I. Let H be a subgroup of G containing G(l, n). Then

H — G(l, «i), where n-\n.

More generally, let R be the ring of algebraic integers in a fixed

algebraic number field of finite degree over the rationals. Let Gr

denote the multiplicative group of 2 X 2 matrices

GO-
where a, P, y, 5 are elements of R and ab— Py = 1. Let Gfi(tn, n) denote

the subgroup of Gr characterized by /S£m and yEti, where m and n

are nonzero ideals in R. Then Theorem I has been generalized by

Reiner and Swift in a forthcoming paper [2] in the following manner:

Theorem II. Suppose that (n, (6)) = (1), and let H be a subgroup of

Gr containing Gr((1), xi). Then H=Gr((1), ni), where ni is an ideal

dividing n.

The restriction that n be prime to (6) is necessary in general, exam-

ples being given in [2] which show that Theorem II may be false

otherwise.

We propose to prove here the following generalizations of Theorems

I and II:

Theorem 1. Suppose that (m, n) = 1. Let H be a subgroup of G con-

taining G(m, n). Then H=G(mi, «i), where mi\m and «i|«.

Theorem 2. Suppose that (m, (6)) = (n, (6)) = (m, n) = (1). Let 77 be
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a subgroup of GR containing GR(m, n). Then H = GR(mi, tti), where nti

and Hi are ideals dividing m and n respectively.

The restriction that (m, n) = l (or that (m, n) = (1)) is not super-

fluous. We prove as a companion theorem to these theorems the fol-

lowing:

Theorem 3. Suppose that (m, n)=k>l. Then there are subgroups of

G containing G(m, n) which are not of the form G(mi, n{) where mi\m

and ni\n.

Theorem 3 of course applies to both Theorems 1 and 2.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are not different, and we give only

the proof of Theorem 2.

Since (in, n) = (1), there is an element p. of m and an element v of n

such that p—v = 1. Thus the matrix

is an element of Gr.

Suppose now that

A = ("   P\c Gs(m, n).

Then the element in the (2, 1) place of K~lAK \sp.vb'—p,va+p.2y—v2(5,

and so K^AKCGr^I), mn) since p.v, py, and vf3 are all elements of

mn. Thus K~lGR(m, n)ICCs((l), mn).

Similarly, if ACGR((l), mn), we can show that KAK~1CGR(m., n),

which implies that KGR((l), mn)K-l^GR(m, n), so that K-xGR(m,

n)P|3Gie((l), mn). This together with the preceding relationship

proves thatPJ_1Gij(m, n)K — GR((l), mn). In this manner we can show

that for the same K
(1) If the ideals mi, Hi are any divisors of the ideals m, n respec-

tively, then K-lGR(vcii, xii)K = GR((l), mini).

Suppose now that H is a group such that

GR(m, n) C H C GR.

Then

K~lGR(m, n)Kcz K~lHK C R-^GrK.

Using (1), we have

GR((l),m,n) Q K^HK QGr.
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Since K~XHK is a subgroup of Gr, and (mn, (6)) = (1), Theorem II

applies and we find that K~1HK = GR((1), I), where l|tnn. Since

(m, n) = (1), we have I = mini, where nti| m, ni|n. Using (1) once again

we find that H=KGr((1), mini)K_1 = GR(mi, tti). Theorem 2 is thus

proved.

The only difference in the proof of Theorem 1 is that the restriction

(m, (6)) = (n, (6)) = (1) is unnecessary and that Theorem I is used

above, instead of Theorem II.

We turn now to Theorem 3. We have that (m, n)=k>l. Let p be

any prime divisor of k, so that G(p, p)^G(m, n). (Here and in what

follows we use the fact that G(mi, ni)^G(m, n) if and only if mx\m,

Mi | n). Let T be the element

of G, and let F be the smallest subgroup of G containing T and

G(p, p). Since T2= —I and T commutes with G(p, p), F consists of

the totality T'G(p, p), where e is 0 or 1. Thus if

-CD
is any element of F, either b = c = 0 (mod p) or a=d = 0 (mod p). We

now note the following:

(1    1\
(i) I j is an element of G(l, p) but not of F.

(1    0\
(ii) 1 1 is an element of G(p, 1) but not of F.

(iii)        F contains G(p, p) properly, and is properly contained in G.

Thus F is not any of the groups G(l, 1), G(l, p), G(p, 1), G(p, p).

F therefore is a group containing G(m, n) which is not itself of the

form G(m,i, n/) for any divisors nti, «i of m, n respectively and so

furnishes an example for Theorem 3.
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